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PHARMA PACKAGES
Offers a broad range of variety and solutions for 

the pharmaceutical and biotech markets

Keep pace with the changes in the industry.

Keep the check on Quality based Objectives, finalized at the initial level of agreement between 
both parties

Provide products and services which meet our customer’s expectations.

Establish Quality Objectives at all levels.

Continual skills based training to our employees.

Maintain a formal quality system patterned after the requirements of ISO 9001.
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With more than two decades of experience as a market leader (National / International) in parental 
packaging, we understand our customers needs for product protection, manufacturing efficiency, and

Pharma Packages products are manufactured in the advanced production environment, including 
ISO-standards incorporating state-of-the-art automated production cells, fully automated camera 
inspection, and a unique washing process. Therefore, the company can provide its customers with flexi-
ble supply chains to improve time-to-market and risk mitigation plans to ensure business continuity.

Pharma Packages use imported top quality aluminum & plastic raw materials to guarantee the highest 

The company’s 20 Years of experience in manufacturing injection seals ensures that its products meet all 
global standards and is continuously improving the manufacturing process to develop the most innova

As a solution partner, Pharma Packages assists its customers in mastering the challenges of global 
healthcare and helps them act on opportunities of new and personal therapies.

patient safety.

degree of quality and reliability to our products.

tive sealing solutions. 

For the continual improvement in quality management system, the management will;



FLIP OFF SEALS

PULL OFF CAPS

An Aluminum Flip Off seal with plastic top which flips off tearing out the centre revealing the septa 
or stopper, commonly used for injection.

Flip-Off Seals are manufactured using precision technology proven to deliver consistent 
machinability, maintain container closure integrity, and support a safe, convenient user experience.

We manufacture Flip Off seals in different sizes, Design and colors. The Flip Off seal comprises of 
aluminum seal and a plastic button attached.

13mm & 20mm
Seals with notches

Seals with notches

We are leading manufacturer of aluminium Pull Off Caps
for glass infusion bottle. Our 32mm Pull Off Cap 
is easy to open & high quality product.

Seals with flower
20mm

Seals with collar
20mm

32mm New Development Peel off
20mm Seals with Ring



ISO Certified 9001:2015

TEAR OFF SEALS

PLASTIC HANGER & SPOON

13mm 20mm 32mm

Product / Process Features Flip Off Tear Off Pull Off
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We provide measuring spoons, which are 
manufacturing using best quality of raw materi-
als. Our range of measuring spoons is ideal for 
both dry and liquid ingredients and widely used 

for measuring the quantity in pharmaceutical 
industry. We are also manufacturing Plastic 
hangers for glass infusion bottles. It helps to 

hang the product in its application.

We manufacture Tear Off seals in different sizes. An all-aluminum seal with a bridged Tear Out 
tab which protects the target area that must be removed to expose the injection site. We 
manufacture these caps in state of the art facilities at par with international standards.


